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To the Z. 0. A.—Inspiration
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As this issue of the Southern Jew-
ish Weekly comes through the mail
the Z.O.A. will be meeting in nation-
al convention at the Waldorf Astoria
in New York. We take this oppor-
tunity of sending our best wishes to

the assembled leaders of Zionism in
this country. In the passing of the
years we have had occasion to meet

these men personally. They are sin-
cere and hardworking individuals to

whom Israel and the Jewish people
are of great concern. Our wishes to
them carry a hope that inspiration
will strike home and spark the fire

that willmake Zionism roar again in the land.
Perusing the agenda for the current convention it would

seem that once again the Z.O.A. is concerning itself, chiefly
with the crisis problems which are arising in Israel. The fea-
tured sessions will highlight political and economic questions
which face Israel-U. S. efforts today. Granting that these are
topics of utmost importance at this moment, concentrated ef-
fort in this direction is what caught the Z.O.A. napping when
past crises revolved themselves, and the Z.O.A. found itself
almost completely without means of conducting an effective

• program.
While there will be sessions on education and program-

ming at the convention there is no evidence in advance pub-
licity that the pertinent problem facing the Z.O.A. today
will be admitted and dealt with in New York. Perhaps dis-
cussion of this kind is reserved for private committee. What-
ever the procedure, we wish the Z.O.A. well, and we wish
the Z.O.A. might—might to help lick the present Israel crisis
—might to keep up their effective work in Israel-U. S. public
relations—and might to foresee a lime of peace and to set

their house in such order that the Zionist program of educa-
tion and Hebrew revitalization will not falter.

Israel - Russia - Asia
Observers on the political scene are reporting a new

heightened cordiality expressed by the diplomatic corps of
the U.S.S.R. in Washington toward the representatives of the
Israel government in the Israel embassy. What does it mean?

At this point it might be prudent to recall Tito’s observa-
tion made several months ago when he declared that he be-
lieved Russia was beginning to concentrate her attention upon
Asia to the extent of abandoning her thrusts into the Middle
East.

The present uprising in Iran which sent the Communists
underground without apparent help from the Soviets is
further indication that the Yugoslav Marshal is correct in
his supposition. The new cordiality from the Russians towards
Israel could be another sign of the current political trend in
Moscow.

What all this means to Israel is still not quite clear, for
the Russians have not severed relations with the Arab states;
on the contrary, their relations are very friendly. However,

• it might be that the Arabs decided not to bring the Jerusalem
issue before the United Nations because of lack of Russian
backing. The most that can be said is that the situation is a
little less tense for Israel, and a bit more promising for the
future.

DP's Again
’

It is perhaps with unwarranted disgust that we learn of
the opening of the D. P. camps in Germany once again. This
?imp filled with returnees of former refugees to Israel. These
people are a reminder that Israel without aid from the Jews
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As this is being written, the
new Kinsey book on sex and the
human female is the big noise.
It is something new, almost un-
precedented. In fact, the only pre-
cedent I can think of is the Trac-
tate "Yevamolh" of the Gemara,

which came out about 2,000 years
ago. "Yevamolh" deals entirely
with sex in the famale too. I don't
suppose it has been read as much
as the new Kinsey book. There is
some good reading in the old
books, it seems, but you've got to
know Hebrew to do it.

Sex is a topic usually left to
the sensationalist and I think the
significance of Mr. Kinsey’s work
lies in the fact that he, a trained
university man, has taken this
subject and dealt with it scien-
tifically and realistically.

The Jews have been from an-
cient times quite realistic about
sex. The ancient Jews never
blinked the fact that you couldn't
just deny sex or try to push it
away as something unworthy."
The fact that the Jewish religion
put such an emphasis on marriage
is proof of this realism. Jewish
thought regarded it an obligation
to get married. Some rabbis held
that a man could be brought to
court if after a certain age he
had not done so. The significance
of this is plain. It meant that sex
was a fact of life, an inescapable
experience which no one should
seek to escape.

The same thought is stressed
by the emphasis put on helping
a girl marry. According to the
Ethics of the Fathers, which
every good Jew reads on the Sab-
bath, helping a girl get married is
such a great mitzvah that you are

for it by God in this world
and even get a little interest on
it in the world to come.

Perhaps marrying off everyone
irrespective of other considera-
tions is not the complete ideal so-
lution, but it certainly was com-
prehensive and perhaps about as
good as any generalized solution
can be. It assured sex experience
for all.

It is interesting to note that the
church which took over so much
from Judaism did not altogether
see eye to eye with Judaism in
this matter of sex. To the church,
sex is essentially sinful. To the
Jew, sex itself, when it is legiti-
mate, was not so regarded, al-
though there were apprehensions

about its excess. Judaism tried* to
sanctify instead of forbid sex.
Legitimate relations were not
only forbidden, but sometimes
even encouraged. They were

“Mitzvoths.”
"If is better to marry than to

burn," said Saint Paul, but the

ideal state, he held, was celibacy.
That is not the Jewish view, and
seemingly it is not the view of
Kinsey, who maintains that even
the school teacher irf a better
teacher, if not sex starved.

I haven’t seen the new Kinsey
book. I don’t know whether it
takes up the matter of divorce. It
seems to me that here too the
Jewish experience is singular. It
is extremely easy for a man to
get a divorce, according to the
Jewish law, and yet divorces
were very rare.
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Between You and Me..
BY BORIS SMOLJLR (Copyright, m Telegraphic

INSIDE ISRAEL

The question of the exchange rate between
Israel Bonds sold in the United States and
the Israel pound is now being seriously con-
sidered by the Israel Cabinet . .

. When the
bonds were sold, the exchange rate of the
pound in American dollars was quite differ-
ent from what it is today ... At that time the
Israel pound was worth $2.80, while now the
official rate of the Israel pound is about fifty

American cents .
. . This is beneficial for those who have

acquired Israel bonds—especially for those who wish to cash
them* in Israel—but not so beneficial to the Israel Treasury
. . . The Israel Government is also devoting particular atten-
tion to the question of the bonds which are now becoming
“bearer bonds” and can be presented for cashing . . . The
original three-year period of the Israel Bond drive ends in
May 1954, but it seems certain that the drive will be con-
tinued and that it will be marked by new features ... A
special ministerial committee is now engaged in Israel in the
preparation of plans to solve all problems in connection with
the drive in the United States ... It is expected'that soon
after the High Holidays leaders of the Israel Bond drive in
this country willbe summoned to Jerusalem to get acquainted
with these plans ... So will the leaders of the United Jewish
Appeal ...

WASHINGTON MOODS: The State Department has
indicated its willingness to permit Israel to use a part of the
new 1953-54 grant-in-aid to repay short-term debts of Israel'
in the United States . . . This despite the fact that only re-
cently the State Department refused to agree to a long-term
loan of $75,000,000 by the Export-Import Bank to Israel to
consolidate the short-term indebtedness of the Jewish State
in this country . . . That refusal was made, it is believed, be-
cause of economic and not political considerations ... It can
now be revealed that the adverse decision came after several
months of careful consideration by interested American gov-
ernment agencies . . . The State Department, Treasury, Mu-
tual Security Administration and Export-Import Bank have
ruled that no American government agency had authority to
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